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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces the basis of a graphical software
application, designed for low cost hardware, as a general,
flexible and open platform to work on robotics.
VirtualRobot has proven to be a useful tool in many fields
of robotics, such as manipulator programming, mobile
robots control (wheeled, sub-aquatic and walking robots),
distance computation, sensor simulation, collision
detection, motion planning and so on. VirtualRobot is used
as the common interface for all the applications. Some
practical cases and application examples are illustrated on
the paper to present the possibilities of this simulation
software.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, graphic simulators for robotic systems are
indispensable in most of the robot design, learning and
exploitation steps. Since this kind of applications were
implanted during the eighties (Stauffer 1984; Howie 1984;
Parker 1985), technological advances and improvements in
computing engineering allow them to be applied on any
field in robotics: industrial robotics (Freund et al. 1999),
mobile robotics (Yang et al. 1997), sub-aquatic robotics
(Chen et al. 1997) or aero-spatial robotics (Kazuya 1995).
In addition, they have become significantly more powerful
and flexible.
Some simulators go further than usual 3D graphical
representation, applying virtual reality techniques
(Matsumoto et al. 1999; Pérez and Schilling 2001). Sensor
data inclusion allows more advanced simulators (Kimoto
and Yuta 1995; Hale and Gosine 1999) to represent, in a
dynamic way, robot environment as detected by sensors.
With these methods, simulation software is not only
dedicated to simulate robot behaviour, but also is useful
for design, analysis and validation of techniques as
collision detection, motion planning, sensor modelling,
evaluation of control architectures and so on.

In most of the cases, they are very complex simulation
systems (usually with expensive hardware requirements)
designed to study and analyze a punctual characteristic
within a specific branch of robotics. Therefore, there is
still an open subject for future simulation software with
general features and open software architecture, less
specific and more flexible, to be adapted for most topics in
robotics education, research and industrial implantation.
In this paper, the basis of a graphical software application
as platform to work on robotics is explained. VirtualRobot,
created originally for remote robot monitoring,
programming and simulation of a specific robot control
system, has become a useful general tool in many fields of
robotics, such as manipulator programming, mobile robots
control (both, wheeled and walking robots), distance
computation, sensor simulation, collision detection, motion
planning and so on. VirtualRobot is designed for low cost
platforms and used as the common interface for all the
applications. On the next section, VirtualRobot origin and
main features are exposed. Its open software architecture is
then explained with special emphasis on its
implementation and how client’s applications can be
integrated on. The last section contemplates practical cases
with different application examples.
VirtualRobot
VirtualRobot is a freeware software suite1, in the sense that
includes several programs, developed in C++ by DISAUPV Robotics Group, for robotics application, research
and education, with a graphical representation based on
OpenGL under Microsoft Windows (2k/NT/9x) operating
systems. Its beginning, on 1998, was motivated by the
need of a remote graphical application for programming,
monitoring and simulating multi-robot cells on the control
system GENERIS (Generalised Software Control System
for Industrial Robots) (Ruiz 1999) developed by European
Commission Joint Research Centre. Its open software
architecture design, explained on the following section,
allows, i.e., kinematics modules to be ported to GENERIS
control system.
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VirtualRobot can be downloaded in http://www.isa.upv.es/~vrs

VirtualRobot is composed on:
 A basic geometric modeller VirtualRobot Modeller
(VRM), to create and edit geometric models. Specific
ASCII structured file formats are defined for elements to
be used in VirtualRobot.
 A geometric data translator, VirtualRobot Translator
(VRT) to convert files from AutoCAD® DXF and
VRML file formats in addition to a special plug-in
module to export data from 3DStudio Max®.
 And the main platform for simulation, VirtualRobot
Simulator (VRS), including some components (a set of
adaptable Dynamic Link Libraries) and external
applications (VRS Tools, VRM Tools and VRS Demos).

VRS SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
VRS software architecture (Figure 2) is based on the
following four parts explained in next subsections:
• VRS Kernel including user interface,
• a set of external components under VRS that the user can
replace with his/her own components according to
simple coding and compiling constraints,
• an external access library (VReal) for external
application development
• and the external applications that run over VRS.

VRS can be applied for simulating any type of industrial
robots, individually or grouped in multi-robot workcells
for their off-line automatically part-program generation
and testing, as well as for on-line programming and
monitoring. VRS can be connected to a numerical control
(NC) as GENERIS using TCP/IP to monitor the process
and robots status.
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Robots can be included in a user-defined environment
composed on static elements such as objects (pure static
elements) and parts (can be manipulated with robots). VRS
can simulate not only manipulator-arms, but also multiaxis machines as conveyors, turntables, machine-tools,
sensor systems and mobile robots. Robots can be attached
one to one, or many to one, in order to form more complex
and redundant devices, such as walking robots.
VRS easy and friendly user interface (Figure 1) notably
reduces learning phase, even for new users on this kind of
applications, in such way that it becomes adequate for
educational, research and industrial purposes (Mellado et
al. 2001a). VRS has been also successfully used for robot
off-line programming on rapid prototyping in industrial
applications, thanks to its flexible architecture that allows
data integration from and to other applications. This fact
allows client’s applications to share a common graphical
interface making easier to manage different programs. VRS
can be enriched with user-made software in order to
implement specific applications.
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Figure 2. VRS Software Architecture
VRS Kernel
VRS Kernel has been designed through a hierarchical
structure of classes (Figure 3). This hierarchy has been
implemented following the inclusion principle, where an
entity is modelled as a set of smaller parts. In this way, an
environment geometric model, a robot list and a list of
range sensors mainly compose simulator class. The
environment represents a set of objects and parts, while a
robot is defined by an ordered set of links and optionally
an adapter and one or more tools. Each tool is defined by a
list of tool status. Finally, an element (object, part, link,
adapter or tool status) is defined by figures, that is, sets of
geometric primitives.
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Figure 3. VRS Kernel Classes

VRS Kernel implements the graphical display control and
handles user action events. When the user action generates
an event, a CSimulator class method (or methods) is
called. This display control is only the graphical interface,
that is, for example, no robot can be loaded or managed
through this interface. As commented in next sections, real
user interface is supplied with external applications.
VRS Kernel is composed of objects data and processing
threads. The most relevant processing threads are the
following:
• Main application thread. This thread controls the user
interface. According to the user interaction, modifies
class data or shoots draw event. It also controls the
visual display including viewports, render mode, camera
control, …
• Drawing thread. There is only one thread of this type.
This thread is the unique thread that can draw on the
screen. The thread is waiting for a draw event that can
be generated by the simulator class or by the user
interface class. The thread obtains data from the classes,
configures the screen and draws the visual components
of the scene.
• Local communication control thread. There is only one
thread of this type. This thread is waiting for a local
communication request generated by VReal in local
mode and starts a local communication thread. Local
mode is based on shared memory.
• Local communication thread. There is a thread of this
type for any external application connected to VRS
Kernel via VReal in local mode. These threads are
waiting for a local communication order request event.
This thread makes the following actions:
o receives order command and input parameters,
o generates a simulator method call with this
parameters,
o obtains and sends the output parameters to the
external application,
o returns the order execution result to the external
application,
o and, if required, generate a draw event.
• Remote communication control thread. There is only
one thread of this type (triggered by the user). This
thread is waiting for a remote communication request
generated by VReal in remote mode and starts a remote
communication thread. Remote mode is based on
TCP/IP communication (using sockets interface).
• Remote communication thread. There is a thread of this
type for any external application connected to VRS
Kernel via VReal in remote mode. These threads are
waiting for a remote communication order request event.
This thread makes the same actions than the local
communication threads.
• Range sensor scanning thread. There is a thread of this
type for any range sensor started on the simulator. Any
of these threads is computing distances from the sensor
to every element in the scene.
• Collision detection thread. This thread (when active
triggered by the user) is shot when any component in the
scene has been moved or modified. It checks all possible
collisions between mobile elements (robots) and mobile

or static elements (robots, objects or parts). When a
collision is detected, background color is modified,
robot motions are stopped and a draw event is triggered.
VRS external components
The external components are Dynamic Link Libraries
(dlls) loaded on memory during execution time. The user
has a set of code templates available for developing new
components that can be used instead of the original ones,
in such a way that VRS can be adapted to the user
requirements. The most relevant external components are:
• Vector and transformation components. These
components implement vector and transformation
classes. Standard components are included in VRS,
which probably will never be modified even if this is
possible.
• Kinematics component. This component solves forward
and inverse kinematics for robots. Most of the industrial
robots and even some redundant robots are already
solved with the original kinematics component. New
mechanical structures can be easily studied just
developing its specific kinematics module. For any robot
loaded on VRS, a different kinematics component can be
selected.
• Robot control component. A robot control component
allows to send commands to real robots connected to
VRS in such a way that any order send to the simulator
from an external application will be executed firstly on
VRS and if no error is produced, executed then in the
real robot. Two robot control components have been
developed so far for the robots available in the DISA
robotics laboratory using serial RS232 communication.
New robots can be easily integrated on VRS by just
developing the proper controllers to link the applications
to their drivers. For any robot loaded on VRS, a different
robot control component can be selected.
• Distance-computation component and sensor-model
component. With the help of these components, range
sensors can be modelled, implemented and included in
VRS. The first component realizes the proper distance
computation solving a ray tracing problem: compute
interfering situation, distance and interfering angle
related to Z-axis of a sensor location to every element
figure in VRS. The sensor-model component allows
modifying distance, interfering angle and returned
reflectance according to a specific sensor model.
These components give great opportunities to adapt easily
VRS to the user requirements.
VirtualRobot external access library (VReal)
However, the most powerful tool to adapt VRS to user
requirements is the VirtualRobot External Access Library
(VReal). VReal is implemented as a Dynamic Link Library
in order to make possible the interaction among client’s
application and VRS. In fact, VRS is a basic platform with
graphical and special robot capabilities that offers
functionalities to the user programmer through VReal.

VReal provides an interface formed by a set of more than
250 C/C++ functions (in addition to constant and type
definitions), whose objective is to allow client’s
applications managing elements defined on VRS (robots,
range sensors and environment elements) and even
creating new elements on VRS, such as objects generated
from sensor data. The functions are organized into
independent sets:
• Functions to initialize and close VReal
• Functions to manage robot and environment files
• Functions to control robots in VRS
• Functions to handle auxiliary figures that the client’s
application can manage on VRS
• Functions for VRS user interface functionalities, mainly
to configure view parameters (zoom, point of view,
reference view point, …)
• Functions for distance computation and collision
detection
• Functions for range sensor control
VReal can be compiled using a static or dynamic link in
client’s applications. The communication between a
client’s application and VRS Kernel is made in the
following way:
1. VRS Kernel has a special communication thread waiting
for a connection request
2. A client’s application must initialize VReal with the
function provided for this purpose asking for a
connection
3. VRS Kernel processes the request and creates a
communication thread for the client’s application. From
this moment, the client’s application has access to all the
functionalities available on VReal through this
communication thread
4. VReal must be closed to finish communication
5. New connection sessions can be started according to
steps 2-4.
There are two working modes in VReal, shared memory
mode and TCP/IP based mode. Due to the internal
implementation structure of VReal, only the basic
communication module must be adapted to be used in
different operating system platforms.
External applications
As commented above, VRS is the basic platform for
external application simulation and display. Therefore,
VRS user interface give no possibility to create or manage
scene elements; it is only designed for graphical interface.
In fact, the user interface is one of the functions to be done
by external applications. The external applications form
the real user interface of any specific application. On the
other hand, it is important to notice that any element
created in VRS by an external application is stored on VRS
and will be accessible by any other external application.
Using this feature, external applications have been
developed to serve as user interface for VRS. Once again,
the user can adapt VRS to special requirements,
constructing the required interface as new external

applications. As an example, default external applications
included in VirtualRobot suite are:
• VRS Tools: A set of external applications that extends
the user interface to robotics purposes. The default VRS
Tools with their main features included in VirtualRobot
suite are listed in the table below.
o VRS Loader: for file management: robot and
environment load, place and close
o VRS TeachPendant: for robot control: robot selection,
joint and Cartesian motion, tool actions, robot speed
control, I/O digital and analogical signals, …
o VRS TraceControl: for robot trace control
o VRS IOConnection: for digital and analogical signal
connection between robots
o VRS VideoRecorder: for video recording
o VRS PartHandling: to pick and place parts with robots
o VRS SpeedControl: for global motion speed control
o VRS CameraControl: for camera control and
attachment to robot frames, cameras, ...
o VRS TrajectoryControl: for robot trajectory execution
o VRS CollisionDetector: to start or cancel collision
detection
• VRM Tools: A set of external applications that forms the
user interface of VRS for modeling purpose.
• VRS Demos: A set of external applications that shows
the basic possibilities of VRS in robotics.
Note that external applications are just executable
programs that connect to VRS. They can be executed from
the operating system or from VRS menus provided for this
purpose.
APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES
As commented on introduction, VirtualRobot suite was
initially designed for manipulators simulation. But in this
section, after commenting the use for this kind of
platforms, new trends will be introduced when applied on
mobile robots and sensors simulation.
Application for manipulators
From the basic platform, and using the important
adaptability feature that VRS has, many works have been
developed for manipulators. As examples, the following
applications and their utility can be listed:
 Specific application development for industrial process
simulation: part handling, spot and arc welding,
assembly, palletizing, painting, drilling, ... Some
examples are included in VirtualRobot suite (Figure 4),
both, for single or multiple robot processes. The
development of this kind of application is useful for
teaching, program depuration (motion locations, I/O
signal protocols, program sequence control and so on),
process analysis before implantation, etc. An application
of VirtualRobot, in the industrial field, has been the
implementation of a CAD/CAM system for rapid
prototyping in the automobile sector. CAD data in VDA
format is, in some steps, translated to an ABB Rapid
program for ABB IRB 2400 execution, allowing
different design cycles.

Application for education
It is important to remark that for teaching purposes,
VirtualRobot is in use during more than two years in
different courses imparted by DISA-UPV, both in faculties
and schools in UPV (in the Faculty of Informatics and the
School of Industrial Engineering) as well as PhD or
international courses (for example, in Cuba). A book
(Mellado 2003) with tutorial and exercises has been
written and included in VirtualRobot suite. Exercises go
from program analysis cases, where the student, according
to his/her program execution time evaluates economical
benefits for the company, to layout design and
programming of a whole robotic cell.
Figure 4. Industrial Process Simulation (Palletizing).
 Robot programming languages interpreters and
simulators. Two interpreters have been implemented, a
CRS Grapl-II (Mellado et al. 2002) interpreter and an
ABB Rapid interpreter. These interpreters can be used
again for teaching purposes as well as for implantation
analysis and depuration.
 3D Input device analysis. In a research project about
virtual reality techniques applied to robotics,
VirtualRobot has been used to evaluate the use of
different 3D input devices (Mellado et al. 2001b) and a
sensor based haptic device (Zotovic et al. 2001).
In addition to this applications base on the implementation
of external programs running over VRS, another important
application was based on the use of the components under
VRS:
 The need for developing and evaluating robot
kinematics software module for the GENERIS NC robot
control system has led to the development of a
kinematics component on VRS. In (Puig et al. 2001), the
use of VirtualRobot as a general development and
testing system for robot kinematics methods was
presented. Its application to the complex case of a
configurable redundant (9 degrees of freedom) robot
manipulator (Figure 5) designed as a prototype system
for the maintenance of thermonuclear fusion reactors,
laser welding of large components and remote
inspection of nuclear storage areas has served to
demonstrate the features of the system.

Figure 5. Simulation of a Heavy Redundant Robot

The distance computation component, together with the
sensor model component, has been used for practical
lectures on the PhD course about robotics on the topic of
collision detection. Students implement new components
with distance computation and check the computational
cost of their program when this component is loaded
instead of the standard one. They can take the best of
enveloping methods as explained in the theoretical lectures
to speed up the distance computation problem. The most
profitable fact is that both, VRS and the external
application that control a laser range sensor scanner (as
commented in last section), are inalterable for any
component selected. Then the results are displayed in
function of the component implemented by the student.
New applications for education will be commented in
some of following sections.
Application for walking robot simulation
A walking robot is formed with a body and a set of legs.
Each leg is an articulated robot with independent local
control, while a global coordinated controller is in charge
to decide the references for each leg according to the user
order but restricted to some stability constraints. At any
moment, the configuration of the legs will determine the
location of the robot body.
After a research project working on walking robots, an
external application was developed to run over VRS in
order to simulate the behaviour of an insect like robot
(Figure 6). Four threads are simulating the control action
of leg controller, while the main application was
processing walking orders from the user and computing
body locations. Direct kinematics is used for a leg-walking
step, while inverse kinematics is used to fix leg tips on the
floor while the robot body is moving to achieve the
walking step. With the help of this application, control
algorithms can be tested in order to validate programs
before checking in the real robot.

is the function of this component to locate properly the
craft and all its drives. An external application must send
speed commands to the craft’s speed control thread
according to user input. Two main applications of craft
control are on use:

Figure 6. Simulation of a Walker Robot
Application for mobile robot simulation
In order to simulate mobile robots, special software in the
form of a toolbox has been developed. VirtualRobot calls
craft to any mobile robot that adapts to the following
definition: “a craft is some kind of vehicle designed for
navigation in water (rarely in other liquids), in the air or
through space, which can move freely in its surrounding
constrained
to
its
kinematics
and
dynamics
characteristics”. The constraints can be inherent or
temporal: when a craft moves on a surface such as a road,
this can be because its design characteristics (for example,
an automobile) or because its control status (for example,
an airplane before taking off).
Usual cases of crafts can be classified on:
 Navigation in space: spacecrafts, rockets, …
 Navigation in air: airplanes, helicopters, …
 Navigation in water: submarines, …
 Navigation on water: ships, boats, yachts, ferries, …
 Navigation on ground: bicycles, tricycles, cars, …
The motion of a craft is obtained usually with a rotating
device that produces movement in a linear direction. These
devices that produce ahead movement are called aheaddrives. Helices and wheels are examples of ahead-drives.
An ahead-drive can be active or passive. An active aheaddrive is one that its rotation produces a motion on the craft.
On the other hand, in a passive ahead-drive is the motion
of the craft that produces the rotation of the drive. That is,
in a bicycle, the front wheel is a passive ahead-drive while
the rear wheel is an active ahead-drive. The steering is
obtained with a rotating device that produces turns on the
craft. These devices that produce turning movements are
called steering-drives. Flaps, helms and rudders are
examples of steer-drives. Some times, both drives can be
coupled, with an ahead-drive attached to a steer-drive,
giving the steer-ahead-drive. The pair handlebar-wheel of
a tricycle is an example. To model a craft, all these drive
components must be modelled, specifying its particular
motions. On the other side, the craft kinematics must be
implemented in order to produce the motion correctly.
The craft toolbox is based mainly on a speed control thread
that, each sample time, will call to a kinematics
component. The kinematics component can be modified in
order to be adapted for the specific craft to be simulated. It

• Application to wheeled robots. A wheeled robot is
formed with a body and a set of wheels. According to
wheels distribution, there are different configurations for
wheeled robots, but the most common ones are
differential, bicycle, tricycle and car-like configurations
(kinematics component for these types are included in
VirtualRobot). Different applications for wheeled robot
control have been implemented over VRS. Their use is
very interesting for both, research and teaching. For
example, works on kinematics control or lectures about
robot navigation in mazes are imparted using these
applications. Figure 7 shows an example of exercise
where students must implement navigation strategies in
order to pass a maze. On the other hand, some research
projects for robot behaviour and map generation are on
using VirtualRobot.

Figure 7. Simulation of a Wheeled Robot
• Application to underwater vehicles. An unmanned
underwater vehicle is formed with a body and a set of
actuators (thrusters and rudders). Possible kinematics
configurations grow much more than for wheeled robots,
but the working process is similar. Two main research
works about underwater vehicles have been carried on
using VirtualRobot: A dynamic trajectory control for
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) and
simulation of tele-manipulation tasks for the new
category of underwater vehicles called Intervention
Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (I-AUVs).
In the first case, an external application for underwater
vehicles simulation has been developed with optimum
results. This application is composed of several modules
that include the tasks of mission script interpreter, path
generation, control, and dynamic model vehicle
simulation. The vehicle control is implemented using an
independent module, giving to the user the possibility to
develop and test different control architectures and
strategies. For the dynamics, the most common model
for submarines (Fossen 1994) has been selected. The
vehicle’s dynamic and hydrodynamic parameters are
defined using structured ASCII files that give a high

flexibility for modelling, testing and designing different
vehicle configurations. Simulation results are sent to
VRS for graphical representation. Figure 8 shows a
simulation generated by this application with the
reference path in dotted line and the simulated path in
continuous line. The difference between them is due,
mainly, to sea currents, control deficiencies, and
limitations in the thrusters’ dynamics.
In the second case, VirtualRobot is used to simulate the
tele-manipulation task carried on by an I-AUV (Figure
9), focusing in the manipulator trajectory correction,
necessary for compensating the vehicle’s residual
movement after the docking maneuver (Catret et al
2002).

methods or data fusion. VRS is used to display the result
of processing different filtering and map generation
processes (for example, 2D and 3D probabilistic
methods based on Bayes’ Theorem) for the data
captured with an ultrasonic sensor attached on a
manipulator (Figure 10). Furthermore, the specific
physical sensor and robot are transparent to the user
when deciding to take the best of the hierarchical
software structure offered to manage this kind of
systems. A simple case implementation code is analyzed
and the results of a more complex example are discussed
in the mentioned paper. New teaching opportunities
have been raised when different sensor models are
implemented and their output verified and compared
with this application.

Figure 10. US Sensor Scanning Simulation

Figure 8. Simulation of an Underwater Vehicle

Figure 9. Simulation of an Underwater Teleoperation Task
Application for sensor simulation
VirtualRobot is not only applied to robot simulation, but
also to sensor simulation, mainly range sensors because of
their wide use on robotics. Two examples will illustrate its
potentiality:
• Sensor based applications. VirtualRobot has been used
as a valuable product for sensor based 3D-mapping
validation on robotics, as published in (Catret et al.
2001). In this work, for example, 3D-maps realistic and
smart graphics representation can be easily generated
using simple functions, in such a way that it is possible
to implement sensor models, signal filters, 3D-mapping

• Laser Range Finder (LRF) simulation. A LRF emits a
laser beam and detects the echoed of the emitted beam.
Measuring the time of fly, it is possible to calculate the
distance from the laser to the object detected. 3D
reconstruction allows constructing a 3D model as
complete and as accurate as possible, from a real world
scene, for which a priori information is not available.
For doing this, it is necessary to locate sensors at several
locations in the environment, until all surfaces will be
visible (Sequeira et al. 1999a; Sequeira et al. 1999b).
VirtualRobot permits to build several types of lasers 1D,
2D and 3D as well as modelling their behaviour (Figure
11). In addition, VirtualRobot is used to test the
perception planning algorithms that consent to calculate
the sequence of locations where to place the laser sensor
for the next view and where to look at to resolve the
occlusions in the scene.
Other application when this technology can be used is
the surveillance. Taking a profile of the area to be under
surveillance, it is possible to detect some changes and
generate an alarm, comparing the current laser profile
with the reference profile. VirtualRobot can be used by
the inspectors to decide when and where to situate the
sensors to cover all the area to be under surveillance.

Figure 11. Laser Range sensor Scanning Simulation
CONCLUSIONS
The great possibilities of VirtualRobot simulation software
for educational, research and industrial purposes in
robotics have been presented in this paper through
different applications. The main implementation basis has
been deeply exposed to show its great advantages. The
versatility and flexibility of VirtualRobot is verified when
used on different mechanical platforms, as explained for
different works, such as manipulators, mobile robots
(walking, wheeled, and underwater robots) and sensor
systems. The reader must notice that all the figures that
illustrate the paper have been obtained from the simulation
application examples developed on VirtualRobot and
therefore have the same user interface.
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